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Module/SPINs Selection  Process Checklist 

MODULES: 
You will need to select three Module sets out of Set A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H. There is no 
ranking - just choose three you would like to do. These sets will contain coverage for 
MOST Learning Areas, with the missing areas being covered in your SPINs 
 
SPINS: 
You will select three choices per SPIN line (FS1, FS2, FS3). When making your SPIN 
selections, check which learning areas are missing from the sets you choose, and make 
sure these missing learning areas are covered in your SPIN selections. (You may be 
moved into a SPIN that you did not select for learning area coverage if it is not included 
in your SPIN selections). 
 
ALL  students are required to cover the NZ Curriculum Learning Areas: 
Arts, Technology, English, Science, Social Science, Maths, Health & PE Learning Areas 
and Te Reo Māori. Other languages are optional. 

You will need to: 
❏ discuss your choices with your Coach; 
❏ complete your hard copy selections sheet; 
❏ give your choices to your Coach. 

Languages Coverage 

All Year 9 students will be assigned to a ONE TERM 
SPIN (in SPIN 1 or 2) of Te Reo Māori in Community 
based groups.  
Term 1: Tiriwa,  
Term 2: Tahere Tikitiki,  
Term 3: Onekiritea,  
Term 4: Waiarohia. 

Literacy & Numeracy (SYMTXT) and ESOL Support 

If you are required to participate in an ESOL or SYMTXT SPIN (Literacy/Numeracy Support) this does not count as Maths or English coverage.  
You must still cover Maths & English in addition to the appropriate ESOL & Literacy/Numeracy SPIN. In some cases literacy and numeracy 
support will be a short term intervention. Your Coach will know if you need to choose one or more of these.  

Big Concepts 

We have a termly Big Concept that links your learning across all Modules and SPINs. Every Module and SPIN unpacks this concept giving a 
broad range of angles on the Big Concept and goes deeper within different Learning Areas.  
Term 1 - Culture and Diversity, Term 2 - Relationships 

Stationery & Costs 

PLEASE NOTE : You need to ensure that you have all of the following general stationery items.  

Writing Pens, Pencils - 2B, HB, Ruler 30cm, Protractor, Pencil Sharpener, Eraser, Set of Highlighters, Refill, Gluestick, Scientific Calculator. 
This booklet lists the additional items required for each module and SPIN. You are expected to purchase any additional stationery or equipment 
required once your timetable is confirmed.  

In addition to this, some classes may incur a reasonable charge towards materials, take-home projects or field trips. Additional information will be 
provided if relevant. 

  Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday   Thursday  Friday 

8.55 Students 

9.00 – 9.10 
Student Check-In/Hub  Student Check-In/Hub  Staff Professional 

Learning  
8.30 - 9.30am 

Student Check-In/Hub  Student Check-In/Hub 

9.10 – 10.30 
Block 1 

 
Extended Hub   

Module 1 

  HUB60 
9:30- 10:30   

SPIN 2 
 

SPIN 3 

10.30 – 10.50  Interval 

10.50 – 12.10 
Block 2    

Module 3 
 

Module 1 

 
 
 

PROJECTS 

 
SPIN 1 

 
Module 2 

12.10 – 1.30 
Block 3   

Module 2 
 

SPIN 2 
 

SPIN 3 
 

Module 3 

1.30 – 2.10  Lunch 

2.10 – 3.30 
Block 4   

Module 2 
 

SPIN 1 

 
Extended Hub   

Module 1 
 

Module 3 



 

FOUNDATION MODULE Set A 
Modules involve 2 teachers from different Learning Areas working together. 

Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2, FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.  

This set does not contain English,  
you will need to select at least one English SPIN  

 

 

Set A Descriptions: 
 

 

 

 

FM1: Change The World 
Andrea - Science 
Mic - Visual Art 

FM2: Balance 
Marla - Technology 
Brydie - Health & PE 

FM3: Cultural economics 
Tanya - Mathematics 
Social Science - June 

Title:  Change the World   KAMAR Code:  TAIAO 

Teachers:  Mic and Andrea  Learning Areas:  Visual Art and Science 

Description: 

The world around us has intricate detail and such diversity that we often don’t notice unless we look closely and observe purposefully. How does the environment and ecology of Hobsonville 
Point compare to other places, such as Tiritiri Matangi, Tāwharanui and Shakespear Regional Park? How is the relationship between people and the environment viewed through the lenses of 
Māori, Pasifika and Pākehā cultures? Where might the balance between the needs of people and native flora and fauna lie?  
 
This module will weave together scientific and artistic views of people’s relationships with nature. We will explore and investigate the biology of how plants and animals (and humans) interact 
with each other, the differences between them, and how this applies to our local area.  We will work on developing compositional ideas, as well as building photographic skills and knowledge. 
You will explore how scientific ideas about nature are represented and modelled, and carry out scientific investigations into the environment around us. This module will incorporate multiple 
field trips to explore different environments, such as mammalian-predator free sanctuaries  
(Note: there will be an additional cost for the field trips). 

      

Title:  Balance  KAMAR Code:  BALANCE 

Teachers:  Brydie and Marla  Learning Areas:  Health & PE and Technology 

Description: 

Balance: noun. a state of equilibrium or equipoise; equal distribution of weight, amount, etc. something used to produce equilibrium; counterpoise. mental steadiness or emotional stability; habit 
of calm behavior, judgment, etc. a state of bodily equilibrium. 
Balanced diet:  A diet  consisting of the adequate amounts of all the necessary nutrients recommended for a healthy growth and for efficient daily activities and functions. 
 
This module is all about achieving and maintaining balance. We will confront the forces that drive us out of balance and explore ways to maintain and restore balance. We will investigate 
equilibrium in the context of extreme activity and deepen our understanding of our and other cultural practices,  (Māori, Indian, Chinese, Pasifika) used to maintain a balanced diet, mind, body 
and spirit; the foundations of hauora (wellbeing).  

 

Title:  Cultural Economics  KAMAR Code:  CULTECON 

Teachers:  Tanya and June  Learning Areas:  Mathematics and Social Science 

Description: 

In this module we will be looking at the economic impact of cultural interactions on indigenous cultures.  Were indigenous cultures the original affluent societies? You will use your maths skills 
around numbers and calculations to investigate these issues. As well as looking at some specific cultural interactions in class, you will also have the opportunity to investigate the economic 
impact of cultural interactions on an indigenous culture of your own choosing. In Term 2, we will explore tukutuku panels, their significance, the patterns involved and link this to articles in the 
Treaty of Waitangi. You will use your algebra skills to analyse and expand these patterns and your social science skills to understand biculturalism and responses to, and perspectives on, the 
Treaty of Waitangi. 

 



FOUNDATION MODULE Set B 

Modules involve 2 teachers from different Learning Areas working together. 
Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2, FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.  

This set does not contain Science, you will need to select at least one Science SPIN 
 

 
 

Set B Descriptions: 
 

 

 

 
 

 

FM1: Polyhymnia 
Sandesh - Mathematics 

Jeni - Music 

FM2: Onekiritea 
Rachel - Technology 

Raegan - English 

FM3: What about Wellbeing? 
Debs - Social Science 

Anna - Health & PE 

Title:  Polyhymnia  KAMAR Code:  POLYHYMN 

Teachers:  Jeni and Sandesh  Learning Areas:  Music and Mathematics 

Description: 

The relationship between music and mathematics is steeped in history going back at least two thousand years ago, and spans different cultures and civilizations. Like mathematics, music has 
been an integral aspect of cultures throughout history. Music is an artistic way of expressing emotions and ideas, and is often used to express and portray oneʼs self and identity. This course will 
help us to identify patterns and structures found in composers techniques, across or within genres, and of historical periods. We will blend and decode music and mathematics to understand 
how these two have been present in our culture by making sense of numbers and algebra to analyse some of the components of music. 

 

Title:  ONEKIRITEA  KAMAR Code:  ONEKRTEA 

Teachers:  Raegan and Rachel  Learning Areas:  English and Technology 

Description: 

Onekiritea is a whenua which holds significant cultural meaning for a diverse community. We will look at the interrelationships between the pepeha, the people and the place. We will also look 
to explore some of the whakataukī (proverbs), pūrākau (stories) and hua hua (drawn patterns) which are significant to the region of our Mana Whenua, Te Kawerau ā Maki. Through hua hua 
(patterns) we will be interpreting the whakataukī and pūrākau and using the patterns to create 3D pou (posts) that will be used as installations around our kura. 

   

Title:  What About Wellbeing?  KAMAR Code:  WELBEING 

Teachers:  Debs and Anna  Learning Areas:  Social Science and Health & PE 

Description: 

Mehemea e hauora ana tō tātou whakapono, kua iti haere ngā mahi hā i roto i a tātou .  
If our faith is healthy, misdemeanors amongst us will diminish.  
Human beings are complex. What sets us apart in the animal kingdom is that we have a complex web of emotions, but have you ever stopped to consider how and why cultures nurture their 
physical, emotional, spiritual & mental well-being in different ways? In this module we will be exploring, through participation and practical experiences, different approaches used to do this, 
from around the world. We will then delve into the impact that culture can have on our understanding of human relationships and consider how to ensure that lives are lived in a balanced and 
healthy way. 
 
In this module you will need to have an open mind and be willing to step outside your comfort zone, as you immerse yourself into well-being practices from other cultures.  

   



FOUNDATION MODULE Set C 

Modules involve 2 teachers from different Learning Areas working together. 
Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2, FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.  

This set does not contain English,  
you will need to select at least one English SPIN 

 

 

Set C Descriptions: 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

FM1: Mōrehu 
Brydie - Health & PE 
Georgi - Mathematics 

FM2: Atypical 
Nicole - Visual Art 

Debs - Social Science 

FM3: Brain Fuel 
Ghada - Science 

Marla - Technology 

Title:  Mōrehu   KAMAR Code:  MOREHU  

Teachers:  Georgi and Brydie  Learning Areas:  Mathematics and Health &  PE  

Description: 

In this module we will explore the way relationships are developed, evolved and are sustained through challenges and games. You will work closely in teams to survive. In maths we will be 
developing number skills and abilities through these challenges where your mental maths will be put to the test.  In PE we will be focusing on influences in participation and how interpersonal 
skills affect team outcome.  

 

Title:  Atypical  KAMAR Code:  ATYPICAL 

Teachers:  Nicole and Debs  Learning Areas:  Visual Art and Social Science 

Description: 

How do we express ourselves through art? How do subcultures develop aesthetics? In this module, students will learn about a diverse range of art styles and techniques with a special focus on 
subcultures and stereotypes (eg: punks, gangsters, LGBTQ+) in Term 1 and then bicultural New Zealand in Term 2. We will explore relationships and influences between groups/cultures 
throughout the world and between Māori & Pākehā. Students will gain knowledge of and an appreciation for cultural diversity throughout the world and in New Zealand - today and in the past. 
We will also learn about cultural appropriation in art and discuss how and why to avoid it. Through this lens of subcultures and stereotypes we will be looking at portrait painting as a mode of 
capturing one's individuality, and applying this knowledge to create a portrait style painting. The main focus for visual art in this module will be painting skills and sculpture. 

     

Title:  Brain Fuel  KAMAR Code:  BRAINFUL  

Teachers:  Ghada and Marla  Learning Areas:  Science and Food Technology 

Description: 

Why does what we eat affect how we feel and what we think? How does what we consume, have a direct and long-lasting effect on the most powerful organ in our body: our brain? Why do 
some foods slow us down? Knowing why requires that we learn about how our brains influence everything we do and interpret how we experience it. Our brain is the hard drive where all our 
memories and learning are stored and is also where the programming for all our “involuntary” body processes, like breathing is installed.  When brains aren’t in optimal shape we can suffer from 
diseases like Parkinson’s, epilepsy, strokes, and our emotional and mental health can be affected. Our brain relies on what we eat to get what it needs to grow, function and repair itself.  In 
BRAINFUL we will consider what the difference is between brain function and consciousness and how our diet influences these and vice versa. We will explore how various traditional cultural 
practices are utilised to optimise brain function. We will apply what we learn about these relationships and the brain’s nutritional needs to the design of food products that help us feel great and 
think better.  NOTE: THERE IS A $20/TERM CHARGE FOR FOODTECH 

      



FOUNDATION MODULE Set D 

Modules involve 2 teachers from different Learning Areas working together. 
Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2, FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.  

This set does not contain Technology or Health & P.E,  
you will need to select at least one Technology and one Health & P.E SPIN 

 

 

Set D Descriptions: 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

FM1: Youth Culture 
Phoebe - Visual Art 
Celeste - English 

FM2: Confluence 
Maddy - Social Science 

Simona - Languages 

FM3: Food Town 
James - Science 

Michelle - Mathematics 

Title:  Youth Culture  KAMAR Code:  YOUTH 

Teachers:  Phoebe and Celeste  Learning Areas:  Visual Art and English 

Description: 

Youth Culture: refers to the cultural practice of members of your age group by which you express your identity and demonstrate your sense of belonging to a particular group of young 
people. 
Within youth culture there are so many diverse groups!  In this module, you will get the opportunity to explore who you are as an individual among your peers and explore the stories of others 
who have gone on this journey. You will select a novel to read from a range of texts that delve into the challenges of finding your place and standing up for what you believe in. We will explore 
the world of visual arts by gathering pieces that connect with your novel. There will be plenty of opportunities to express your ideas visually and in written form. 

 

Title:  Confluence  KAMAR Code:  CONFLUEN 

Teachers:  Maddy and Simona  Learning Areas:  Social Science and Spanish 

Description: 

Confluence / Confluencia  
Noun. The flowing together of two or more rivers to form a single body of water. 
 
The confluence is a spot where rivers meet. The mixing of two rivers can be turbulent as the different chemicals or sediment are forced to mix together. Throughout history, cultures have been 
forced together at a confluence- a point where one culture meets another. This has changed the framework of many nations. Language, traditions, religions, foods and cultural practices have 
been influenced by the flowing together of cultures. 
 
Oftentimes, one river, or one culture is larger or faster and therefore causes the other river to assimilate; this is similar to the processes of colonisation. This module will explore the impact of 
colonisation on the culture, diversity and relationships in both Aotearoa New Zealand and in countries such as Argentina, Bolivia and Mexico. You can expect to evaluate the impacts of the 
interaction between two groups of people and their relationships. You will be asked to think critically about the processes that create our diverse world, about the influences of colonisation and 
the marginalisation or discrimination of particualr groups of people. There will be some Spanish language taught in this module to give you context for our case studies.  

 

Title:  Food Town  KAMAR Code:  FOODTOWN 

Teachers:  James and Michelle  Learning Areas:  Science and Mathematics 

Description: 

In this module we will be combining Math and Science to investigate sociological distributions of eating and dietary habits in a New Zealand context. What do we eat? What chemicals are really 
in our food? How does our cultural background influence our relationship with food? And does it make a difference how much you earn or where you live?  We will learn how, why, and what we 
eat and begin to quantify this into data so as to be able to make informed decisions about our own well being and promote healthy well being to others.  

 



FOUNDATION MODULE Set E 

Modules involve 2 teachers from different Learning Areas working together. 
Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2, FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.  

This set does not contain Mathematics or Art,  
you will need to select at least one Mathematics and one Art SPIN  

 

 

Set E Descriptions: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

FM1: First Contact 
Adam - Technology 

Kathryn - Social Science 

FM2: You Are What You Eat 
Logan - Science 
Jess N - English 

FM3: PURAKAU 
Leoni - Languages 
Sage - Health & PE 

Title:  First Contact  KAMAR Code:  CONTACT 

Teachers:  Kathryn and Adam  Learning Areas:  Social Science and Digital Technology 

Description: 

History is full of examples of  meetings between very different cultures such as the Spanish and Aztecs, Dutch and Africans, Americans and Native American, and the British and Aboriginal 
Australians and Māori. In this module we will look at the circumstances of these cultures meeting, the relationship between the colonising culture and the native peoples, and the impacts of 
these on both groups. As part of the investigative process around bias and the perspectives of both cultures, you will be researching, analysing and learning about the creative and emotive 
techniques involved in propaganda. With your combined knowledge and skills learnt within Social Studies and Digital Technology, you will be creating and analysing multiple media pieces that 
shows your understanding of both the historical issues around colonisation and cultural interaction, and the skills involved in creating emotive materials. 

 

Title:  You are what you eat  KAMAR Code:  WOWYUM 

Teachers:  Jess N and Logan  Learning Areas:  English and Science 

Description: 

“Food is culture, habit, craving and identity.” - Jonathan Safran Foer 
In this module you will be exploring the where, what, why and how of different foods.  
You will learn about the history and culture of food, the science behind it, how what we eat impacts us and the planet, and how the marketing industry influences our dietary decisions. We will 
also be investigating different methods of cooking and creating various cultural dishes, why food is so diverse in the human world, as well as the relationships other animal species have with 
what they eat.  
We will explore how and why human diets have changed and are still changing over time.  
Other concepts we will cover include food and nutrient testing, dentition, advertising, the language of food, and representation in film.   

 

Title:  Pūrākau  KAMAR Code:  PURAKAU 

Teachers:  Sage and Whaea Leoni  Learning Areas:  Health & PE and Te Ao Māori (Māori worldview) 

Description: 

Everyone has different reasons for taking part in physical activity or not. In this module, we will explore culture and diversity by investigating some of these factors, as well as reflecting on 
interpersonal skills that impact participation. Additionally, we will explore aspects of te ao Māori by examining pūrākau (stories) from both our local area and from your own cultural background, 
then generate by creating kēmu (games) to represent a pūrākau of your choosing in the form of physical activity.  

               



FOUNDATION MODULE Set F 

Modules involve 2 teachers from different Learning Areas working together. 
Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2, FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.  

This set does not contain Technology or Mathematics,  
you will need to select at least one Technology and one Mathematics SPIN  

 

 

Set F Descriptions: 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

FM1: Culture Wars 
TBC - English 

Nick - Social Science 

FM2: Whakaaweawe 
Alice - Science 

Tome - Health & PE 

FM3: Stories We Tell 
Jack - Drama 
Toni - English 

Title:  Culture Wars  KAMAR Code:  CULTWARS 

Teachers:  TBC and Nick  Learning Areas:  English and Social Science 

Description: 

What is culture? What different things are part of it? Can you belong to more than one culture? In this module we’ll be looking at what culture is and what happens when cultures interact. Is there                                                                       
peace, violence, separation? What happens to those who are caught in the middle? To this end you will examine real-world examples of cultures interacting and do a novel study on what the                                                               
fallout of this can be on young people who end up caught between cultures, before doing some writing of your own.  
We’ll continue our look at interaction by examining what happened when Māori and Pākehā met and what impacts that meeting had on Aotearoa New Zealand and those who live here. You’ll                                                             
display your understanding of these impacts by looking at music videos - analysing their features and techniques before creating your own for a New Zealand song dealing with cultural                                                         
interaction in Aotearoa - or writing your own! 

 

Title:  Whakaaweawe  KAMAR Code:  AWEAWE 

Teachers:  Tome and Alice  Learning Areas:  Health & PE and Science 

Description: 

How do your genes and wider biological factors influence the sports that you play or don’t play? Does the country/place that you are from influence the sports you play or don’t play? What are 
the physiological factors that influence sportspeople differently? This module will explore aspects of sports physiology, human biology, and personal responsibility and how they influence and 
relate to the different sports played around the world.  
 
In Term 1, we will look at how ideas around personal choices and biology are related, and how these concepts are represented and modelled. Term 2, we will explore how interpersonal factors 
influence the sports we play and our participation in them. We will be carrying out investigations and gathering data to inform our understanding, and allow us to test and refine our interpersonal 
skills in various situations and sporting codes. 
 

 

Title:  Stories We Tell  KAMAR Code:  STORYTEL 

Teachers:  Jack and Toni  Learning Areas:  Drama and English 

Description: 

The culture  you live in may not be the same culture  as you are raised in. How can those diverse  cultures interact and tell their stories?  
Storytelling began as a visual art form - people sitting around the fire and telling stories using their bodies as part of the communication process. In this module, you will get to explore the 
relationships  between the stories we’ve been told, the stories we tell ourselves, and the stories we tell others. 

 



FOUNDATION MODULE Set G 
Modules involve 2 teachers from different Learning Areas working together. 

Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2, FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.  

This set does not contain Social Science,  
you will need to select at least one Social Science SPIN  

 

 

Set G Descriptions: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

FM1: Wallflower 
Elizabeth - Health & PE 

Rachel - English 

FM2: Move Me 
Ghada - Science 

Michelle - Mathematics 

FM3: Pattern 
Tony - Technology 

Megan - Dance 

Title:  Wallflower  KAMAR Code:  WLLFLWER 

Teachers:  Rachel and Elizabeth  Learning Areas:  English and Health & PE 

Description: 

In Term 1 we will explore themes of culture and diversity within team games or team sports and through the lens of visual texts (short films, posters and infographics). You’ll produce a written 
piece reviewing and analysing a visual text, as well as create a visual text of your own. Participation is key in this module as you’ll be reflecting on your own and others’ participation and how it 
impacts physical activity. Term 2 will consist of exploring and connecting a novel study to staying safe in relationships and making decisions as a young adult in today’s society. You’ll produce a 
formal and creative piece of writing. Sexuality education will also be covered this term.  

 

Title:  Moving Plates  KAMAR Code:  MOVEME 

Teachers:  Ghada and Michelle  Learning Areas:  Science and Mathematics 

Description: 

There is a 5% chance of a volcanic eruption in Auckland over the next 20 years. Such an eruption could be absolutely devastating to our homes and community. Does your family have a plan for 
disasters? Do you know what a disaster might look like? You will be exploring natural disasters caused by the movement of plates and its effect on structures like high rise buildings. Also the 
impact of these natural disasters on our society and culture. Since NZ sits on the “ring of fire” it is more susceptible to earthquakes and volcanoes. Looking at survival skills, you will be designing 
a compact survival kit and exploring its cost and efficiency. It’s not a question of if, but when. 

 

 Title:  Kōwhaiwhai  KAMAR Code:  PATTERN 

Teachers:  Megani and Tony  Learning Areas:  Dance and Technology 

Description: 

Design and dance come together in this module where you will choreograph and use design elements that explore the concept of kōwhaiwhai. You will have the opportunity to produce a dance 
performance that tells the story of your whakapapa, developing your own vocabulary of movement and applying choreographic devices and techniques. Technological elements can be 
incorporated into the performance through adornments and  set designs. Your work will be evidenced throughout the process and there is an option to perform in the Dance Showcase. 
Through this process you will develop your understanding of the relationships between dancers and their environment, dance and technology, and performance art and the ideas it aims to 
express. 

 



FOUNDATION MODULE Set H 
Modules involve 2 teachers from different Learning Areas working together. 

Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2, FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.  

This set does not contain Health & PE , you will need to select at least one Health & PE SPIN  
 

 

Set H Descriptions: 

 

 

 

 

FM1: Future Earth 
Alice - Science 

 Aidan - Social Science 

FM2: Toy Story 
Tony - Technology 
 Jess - Mathematics 

FM3: The Raconteurs 
Glenn - English 

Nicole - Visual Art 

Title:  Future Earth  KAMAR Code:  ERTHFUTR 

Teachers:  Alice and Aidan  Learning Areas:  Science and Social Science 

Description: 

Right now, humanity is at a crossroads: the way we have come to live is no longer in harmony with the natural environment. Humans cut down up to 15 billion trees per year. Thanks to us, 30% of 
fish stocks have been fished to critical levels and the Arctic, one of the coldest and remote places on Earth, has experienced summer sea ice reducing by 40% in 40 years. 
If we don’t change, our way of life could condemn Homo sapiens to extinction. A radical rethink is needed - how can we live on this planet without destroying it? How can we grow food, make 
products to clothe us and find ways to move around the planet that don’t harm the atmosphere, oceans and ecosystems at the same time? 
 
In this module we will attempt to find answers to these questions by looking to the many indigenous peoples who have managed to successfully live with  nature, rather than just using it, for 
thousands of years. What have these groups been doing right? What could we learn from their unique relationships with ecosystems? How has their connection to the natural world contributed 
to the development of their unique culture? We will begin our journey of discovery at home in Aotearoa by learning about tangata whenua and the practices of kaitiakitanga, before exploring 
the lives and cultures of the Nenet, Mursi, Brokpa, Huli and others. We will learn the science behind different approaches to sustainable resource use - from the use of rahui in te ao Māori as a 
way to enable ecosystems to heal themselves, to indigenous approaches to farming and agriculture, fishing, forestry and architecture that work with nature, rather than just taking from it.  
 
Despite the bleak forecast for our future, this module will be a course of hope . By exploring solutions to Climate Change, deforestation and habitat loss, species extinction and unregulated 
consumption of resources, you will become equipped to lead your fellow citizens to a bright new future where all life forms can thrive.  

 

Title:  Toy Story ‘95  KAMAR Code:  TOYSTORY 

Teachers:  Jess S and Tony  Learning Areas:  Mathematics and Technology 

Description: 

“YOU ARE A TOY!” In this module you will make “a stupid little cardboard spaceship”. Just kidding (but we will). We will be exploring a range of materials and cultural designs to design a non 
electronic toy or game that is based on a specific cultural toy. This will be aimed at 8 to 12 year olds and will have two functions, that will meet diverse needs. There will be a clear target group 
for your toy, like age, physical needs, and culture. 
During Term 1, you will plan your design and apply your number knowledge to set (and stick to!) an appropriate budget. You will test your concept design by changing the size and materials 
employed considering must have features, and cost of production while still meeting the needs of a diverse target group. This should also consider the incomes/values of the target group and 
also work with conversion rates for international currencies. In Term 2, you will be using algebra to maximise efficiency and use formulas to test models and various situations to investigate the 
relationships between multiple factors of design. You will make a functional model of your design that meets an expert stakeholders design requirements. So,  “Let's go home….and plaaay……” 

 

Title:  The Raconteurs  KAMAR Code:  RACONTRS 

Teachers:  Glenn and Nicole  Learning Areas:  English and Visual Art 

Description: 

Not long after our earliest human ancestors first learned how to talk, they started asking themselves questions about their world. Questions like, “Who makes the sky?” and “Why do rivers 
flood?”  
 
To answer these questions, they devised and developed elaborate stories that are now known as  “myths”. Although today we might look at these stories with amusement or even ridicule, they 
nonetheless contain useful and important truths. After all, there is a reason these stories still exist in our cultures thousands of years after they were first told. 
 
In this module, we will explore myths from around the world, in both written story form and in their associated artistic representations.  We will make sense of the worldviews of these ancient 
cultures by looking at the relationships between their stories and their images.  We will discover how ancient peoples made sense of the world and passed on their knowledge in patterns and 
symbols, and we will use this knowledge to inform generations of our own art and literature. 

`  


